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‘E xposure 2022,” the 26th iteration of
the photographic Resource center’s
annual juried show, drew nearly 200
entries. The juror, chicago gallery

owner catherine Edelman, selected the work of 12
photographers. Their work is impressively diverse.
Yet shared within that diversity is an often-inven-
tive relationship to the medium and its own rela-
tionship to other media. If that sounds overly con-
ceptual, it’s not. The visual appeal of so many of
the images on displaymakes sure of that.
The exhibition runs at the fort point Arts com-

munity Gallery, in the Seaport, through Sept. 15.
There are three examples where photography is

most straightforwardly in conversation with an-
othermedium. fritz Goeckner’s three self-portraits
look almost indistinguishable from pastels. April
friges’s pair of collaged arrangements of colored
photographic paper have a dimensionality that
gives them a sculptural quality. The way they curl
up is like a declaration of independence from pho-
tographic flatness. pamela hawkes, who lives in
Rockport, has a quartet of visually lavish flower ar-
rangements, derived frompaintings, which harken
back to the European still life tradition that ran
from the 17th century andwell into the 19th.
Bryan florentin alludes to the still life tradition,

and trompe l’oeil, too, with his “prepared Shelves.”
There are four on display. The procedure could
hardly be simpler. florentin takes various objects
and puts them on metal shelving and then photo-
graphs the arrangement. The images are big, near-
ly 3-feet square, and shown unmatted. The pres-
ence of x-shapedmetal struts in front of the shelves
and brick walls in back of them creates a sense of
visual layers, giving the photographs a sense of di-
mensionality cunningly at odds with their ostensi-
ble spareness.
melanie Walker, one of two photographers in

“Exposure”whosework is in black andwhite, has a
different relationship to dimensionality and layer-
ing. here the layering is temporal and also famil-
ial. She’s taken decades-old negatives made by her
father, laminating past and present. “I am interest-
ed in the physicality and material qualities of the
disrupted surfaces and how they interact with the
images recorded so long ago,” she writes.
The other photographer with work in black and

white is Julie mihaly. There are four. Taken during
pandemic isolation, they deal in a different sort of
layering, one of the most profound: the superim-

position of the man-made world on the natural.
“Tattered Billboard with face,” for example, has
that namesake visage framed by that namesake
sign, with a half-dozen andmore trees behind, and
beyond them fences, a portion of house, a couple of
pickup trucks.
The four photographs from Sue palmer Stone’s

series “Embodiment — Salvaging a Self” have a
twofold relationship to other media. What we see
are assemblages of discarded materials. Yet Stone
suppresses a sense of depth and solidity, photo-
graphing them so that they resemble abstract
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BEckET—The group exhale of grat-
itude one can often sense at live dance
performances lately reminds us of the
things we’ve been deprived of during
this pandemic. The opening night per-
formance of the 45-year-old hubbard
Street Dance chicago, appearing this
week at Jacob’s pillow Dance festival,
bears gifts of the now rather than bag-
gage of the past.
The evening’s two large ensemble

pieces deserve their honorable program
placement — Amy hall Garner’s recent
“As the Wind Blows” opens the show
and Aszure Barton’s 2009 “Busk” closes
it. But the two pieces in between—
Ohad Naharin’s 2008 “B/olero” and Lar
Lubovitch’s 2007 “Little Rhapsodies” —
hardly get lost in the shuffle. It’s a testa-
ment to the thoughtful curation and or-
dering of the program, presumably the
work of Linda-Denise fisher-harrell,
the company’s new artistic director; the
quality of the works themselves; and
then there are the dancers. Oh, those
dancers, the mighty hubbard Streeters,
at once a unified force and a community
of individuals.
Garner’s “As the Wind Blows” is an

exuberant burst of fresh air with an easy
blend of contemporarymodern and bal-
let; in a nice tip of the hat to the compa-
ny’s early, heavily jazz-inflected style,
there is a strong thread of contemporary

jazz in themovements, lending clear sty-
listic dynamics to the piece. The dancers’
hips are often crisply staccato, swiveling
back and forth atop parallel legs, while
their torsos and armsmove in great con-
trast, all curves and undulations.
The dance begins gently, to claude

Debussy’s softly seductive solo flute
composition “Syrinx,” with dancers, in
designerharrison pearse Burke’smyste-
riously silhouetted-lighting, carving out
deep lunges with their legs and reach-
ing into wide extensions of their arms.
Soon the stage brightens, the pacing
quickly picks up, and then some. The
engaging score also includes a piano
work by Aaron copland contrasted with
a contemporary piano composition by
francesco Tristano; solos, duets, trios,
and larger groupings form andmelt, the
dancers layering and overlapping.
While the company will benefit from
more time lived in this new piece, to
make the ceaseless pacing truly seam-
less, the dance feels like it’s got legs.
In “B/olero,” Naharin’s cheeky little

duet, the two women, Jacqueline Bur-
nett and Simone Stevens, are powerfully
articulate. To Isao Tomita’s kooky ar-
rangement of maurice Ravel’s famously
riveting/building score, the dancers are
sometimes twins, sometimes mirrors,
sometimes shadows, as they tackle, with
deadpan expressions, their often-me-
chanical,wry choreographic tasks.Over-
the-top repetitions threaten to become

too clever, but Naharin’s humor, and the
dancers’ fierce, exacting focus, are spot
on. There are tiny hints that these are no
robots; Stevens drops and then crawls
away from Burnett, on her knees, her
erect torso slowly reaching forward in a
kind of painful keening. Later, Burnett’s
lips brush at the back of Stevens’s neck;
Burnett melts down, as if swooning, a
moment of physical softness in this oth-
erwise-brisk, steely dance.
The three men in Lubovitch’s en-

trancing “Little Rhapsodies” are also
virtuosic, but, in beautiful contrast to
the two women’s athletic virtuosity, also
fluid and yearning. To Robert Schu-
mann’s Symphonic Etudes for piano, El-
liot hammans, Shota miyoshi, and Da-
vid Schultz easilymove in and out of the
subtle narratives within Lubovitch’s

deeply musical phrases. Schultz in par-
ticular evokes the brooding Romantic-
era poet in his searching, searing solos,
while hammans and miyoshi get to
play more often, with charming, sailor
chug-skips mixed in with sailing pirou-
ettes, hammans’s movements more

grounded, miyoshi’s lighter and higher.
In their duets, and then in the brilliant-
ly weaving, canonic trios, the dancers’
differences are what make the dance’s
sense of unity so compelling.
“Busk,” Barton’s tour-de-force dance

theater piece, at once sinister and car-
toonish, is a rousing end to the evening.
In stark, handsome lighting by Nicole
pearce, and in michelle Jank’s hooded
costumes, the ensemble sometimes
evokes a murmuration of crows, or a
crowd of monks. In their wide-legged,
long pants, the dancers look boneless in
Barton’s hushed, weighted choreogra-
phy, the luscious floorwork occasionally
peppered with contrasting, vaulting
somersaults. The itinerant life of the
busker is sardonically linked to the sup-
posedly more stable life of the profes-
sional performer, depicting the ways in
which performers and creators can
sometimes feel like clapping seals, pa-
rading elephants, or grinning fools —
commodities for fickle donors. It
sounds depressing, right? Ah, but
there’s the truemagic of it all: These art-
ists have the skills to communicate on
many levels, and along with a great
sense of humor within “Busk,” there is
also humanity, and thus compassion,
for those hard-working artists, but for
their audiences as well.

Janine Parker can be reached at
parkerzab@gmail.com.
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EXPOSURE 2022: The 26th Annual PRC Juried
Members Exhibition
At Fort Point Arts Community Gallery,
300 Summer St., through Sept. 15.
617-975-0600, www.prcboston.org

Hubbard Street brings new ensemble piece to Jacob’s Pillow
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HUBBARD STREET DANCE CHICAGO
At Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival,
Becket, through Sunday. Tickets
start at $65. 413-243-0745,
www.jacobspillow.org
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Hubbard Street Dancers in “As the
Wind Blows” by Amy Hall Garner.

‘Exposure 2022’
takes photography

to unexpected places

Clockwise (from left): McCormick Brubaker,
“Dominating Blue,” 2019; Joni Lohr, “The
Last Rocking Chair,” 2018; Bryan Florentin,
“Prepared Shelves 2.1,” 2022; Sue Palmer
Stone, “Untitled,” 2019.

mccORmIck BRUBAkER

paintings of great elegance and simplicity.
Being drawn to the discarded is something

Stone shares with Joni Lohr, who lives in Jamaica
plain. “Abandoned places ask questions,” she
writes. Not so foolish as to try to answer those
questions, Lohr takes photographs that amplify
them. A title like “The Last Rocking chair” is em-
blematic of her work.What it can’t convey, though,
is the rich, transfixing color of her images.
It’s not just objects and places that are discard-

ed. people can be, too, discarded or dismissed. Ju-
dyta Grudzien helps support herself by working as
a housekeeper. for her extraordinary series “We
Love You,” she attached unexposed color film to
the rubber gloves she would use while cleaning.
The distressed film shewould then use to take pho-
tographs. The resultant images are striking in ap-
pearance, quite beautiful, in fact, and that much
more powerful when looked at with an awareness
of what was involved in producing them.
David Sokosh’s “Things That Look Like the

mOON (but are not
the moon)” is ele-
gant and charming
— alluring even. It
doesn’t just relate to
another medium. It
b e l o n g s t o on e .
“Things” is an art-
ist’s book, displayed
in the show opened
up, accordion style.
It consists of 16 cy-
anotype images of
common objects —
soccer and tennis
balls, a cantaloupe—
that look, yes, lunar.
Accompanying each
image is an amusing
extended caption.

cyanotype is a 19th-century photographic pro-
cess in which a positive emerges as blue. Architec-
tural blueprints are cyanotypes. So if Sokosh’s book
had a theme song it would be Rodgers and hart’s
“Blue moon.” If mccormick Brubaker’s four stud-
ies of what he rightly calls “the emotion of the color
blue” had a theme song, itmight be “howBlue can
You Get.” They show nothing more exalted than
the facade and parking lot of a public restroom at
the cape cod National Seashore. But the way
Brubaker handles light and color is exalted. Two of
the four are nocturnes (speaking of other media —
more music), and the handling there is nothing
short of sumptuous.
The pRc gives awards to three “Exposure” pho-

tographers. This year first prize went to Jason Re-
blando, the other two to Lohr and Stone. A Boston
college graduate, Reblando is of filipino descent.
The three images from his series “field Notes”
combine archival photographs from the period
when the United States colonized the philippines
with Reblando’s reworkings of those images, add-
ing contemporary elements, such as color bars or,
in the case of “filipino Boy in front of Admiral
Dewey’s car,” a ruler.
That word has a double meaning in this con-

text, with social and political layerings added to
the visual and temporal layering found in other
“Exposure” photographs. The presence of the ruler
also recalls a famous 1872 photograph by Timothy
h. O’Sullivan. The artisticmedium that Reblando’s
image is in conversationwith is photography itself.

Mark Feeney can be reached at
mark.feeney@globe.com.
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